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DEPW OF 'IHE ARMY
Headquarters,_ 3rd Brigadet 9th Infantry Division (Motorized)

I
' Fort Lewis, WA 98433—6500

AEVO—IC 15 April 1985

SUBJECT: JRX Border Star '85

Carmaring Geferal
9th Infantry Division (Motorized)
Fort Lewis, WA 98433—6000

l. GENERAL: .

a. The 3d Brigade, 9th Infantrybivision (Motorized) deployed 1600 miles
by air and rail frcm 18 March.-,6,April 1985 with 2900 troops and lgOO major
pieces of equigmnt to conductJo'perations at Fort Bliss, Texas..-

TASK OKSANIZATION

HHC 3rd Brigwe :-"""" r"
2d Bn, lst Infantry (Light Attack)

‘

‘

36 Bn, 47th Infantry (Combined Arms Light) '
,

1

2d Bn, 60th Infantry (Combined Arms Heavy) 3

Task Ebrce 268 Attack Helicopter Battalion
Co, 9th Avn Bn (UHSO)
Air Cav Trp, 3/5 Cav
3d Bn, 34th Field Artillery (155 mm loved)
3rd Support Battalion (Reinforced)
Co C (reinforced) 15th Engineer Battalion
B Battery, lst Battalion, 67th ADA .
B Co (E‘einforoed), 109th MI Battalion
3/B Co, 9th Signal Battalion
lst Platoon, 9th MP Company
21d Platoon, 9th dwmical Canpany
USAF TACP

b. Pre-JRX unit training was intensive ard involved live—fire range
exercises with small arms, MK-l9 4O mm, ard m1 ammunition for all 27 maneuver
platoons arri three Scout platoons. All battalion Hellfire platoons
successfully fired a live missile with organic E‘OL’I‘ lasing at ranges of 5600
to 8000 meters. 3—34 FA successfully fired three Copperhead projectiles out
to 16,000 meters using a Tow gun crew ard organic EOLT laser team. The ADA
Battery conducted day ar night VUICAN live—fire. The Engineer Canpany
oorn‘ucted extensive live denolitions training. '
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c. 'me 3rd Brigade staff ard supporting CS and CSS units participéted in
the CPX Phase of Border Star at Ft Bliss/Riggs Army Airfield (20—24 March

1985).

2. BATTLE OPERATIONS:

a. CO’SMAND AND CONTROL: The daninant contribution of the High 'IEchnology

Motorized D1v1sion to the future canbat readiness off the US Army may well be

implicit in the technological vances available from

(l) mhanced communications (Litton DCI‘ burst FM transnission of
digital data, satellite canmunications, ar Harris FM radio).

(22 Battlefield radio-linked automation (GRID Canputer).

(3) Improved Modular‘Conmandh-Posts (ICP).

(4) 'P‘osition Locating and Reporting System (PLRS). The leverage
available fran these immediately available am‘ reliable technologies creates a

quantum leap in the combat capabilities of a given set of weaponsard
soldiers. We have created a C3I system which has the mtential for
immediate export to the other divisions of the Active and reserve Army.

__.,-.—. -0.

b. FIRERWJER:
-

(1) Brim the course of the Border Star deployment, the six
battalion ccmmanders of the 3d Brigade Team were able to see the successful
live fire of: three Hellfire missiles with GLLD Laser terminal designation (8

kilometer range); three Copperhead projectiles with GLLD Laser terminal
designation (16 kilometer range) and six MLRS rockets (3O kilometer range).
The weapons work. They are here now. 'Ihese weapons in conjunction with 155 mm

artillery delivera FASCAM can charge the energy level of the futgme

anti—armor battlefield. In concert with om more daring maneuver tactics,
these weapons present the brigade ai division commarers with an immediately

available tool to smash the follow-on echelons of Soviet tactical formations.

(2) me combination of TUJ/DRAGON missiles and MK19 mounted on the

I'IV, FAV, ar wheeled squad carriers gives the motorized brigade a poverful
firepower capability to fight and win a maneuver oriented battle against the

Soviet Army. The weapon lethality of this motorized force far outweighs the

potential of other air tansported light forces such as the 82d Airborne
Division or the lOk Light Infantry Division. The one major vulnerability of
the force lies in the M'I‘Z division lack of a KB gun capability to deliver
high rates of fire to destroy armor at ranges of 2000 meters and less. This
weapons gap leaves the force dangerously weak during battle situations in
Which \«e may blunder into a meeting engagement with armor at close ranges. At
places and times in the battle envisioned by the M'I'Z division 0&0, some 9th ID

units will have to contain and hold enemy strength. This mission seems to

demarri a high-velocity, rapid fire KB system with trackw mobility. The

firepower equation will be inmplete until we fill this hole.
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c. MANEUVER: 'Ihe battlefield tactics of the M'IZ division approxima‘te the
operational tenets of classical cavalry concepts and techniques. Our tactical
furanentals are based upon: ,

- Attack enemy flanks ard rear by creating a non—linear battlefield.

- Coruct continuous day ard night operations which seize the
battlefield initiative and rupture the cohesion of enemy canmar, control, and

morale. ,

' - Create battlefield power by sndenly massing fires Eran direct,
irirect, and aviation systems on vulnerable enemy elements.

— Create battlefield mass by darirq eoonamy of force operations which
rely heavily o'n security forces, deception, Electronic Warfare, amke, ar

Army aviation. " .
'

_

'

- Create battlefield'mommentmm by speed of operations ard by gaining
tactical surprise.

‘

— Focus cambat poser on high value enemy targets such as
oam'and/omtrol'ar logistics elements. Destroy enemy pover by indirect
attack which avoids enemy strength.

- Construct enormous killing fields for enemy armor by creating
Engagement Areas to execute ooordinated engineer obstacles, USAF'CAS ar Army
Cobra's, and smart munitions frcm maneuver units. Engagement Areas are battle
graphics which organize both firepomer and maneuver. Soviet tactics will be

executa in combat as they are practiced in peace. ’Iheir offensive rushes
along the rapid avenues of advance will create its own inertia. The volume
ard depth of their arrwr echelons will be pushed by a rigid command scheme.
Motorized tactics must accept great risk and allow Soviet plans to unfold in
an effort to slaughter armor in fire pens along the major lines of drift.

d. NIGHT OPERATIONS: It is now 3d Brigade accepted conventional tactical
wisdam that given the density of PVS-S Night Vision Devices ar the
oemmunications ard navigational leverage of PLRS, the MTZ division can operate
with complete impunity agairst armor at night throughout the depth of the
battlefield. PLRS allows Scout elements to locate, mark, aro” communicate
throughout the frier‘dly battle force all enemy obstacles, unit locations, ar

gaps in the enemy E'EBA. US units in which every 'IC, driver, gunner, and key
equipment operator is equipped with night vision devices omrate in a new

level of battlefield energy. Night becomes the preferred battle environment
in which enemy heavy forces can be located, isolated, and destroyed in detail
with minimal frierly losses. The proliferation of Night Vision Devices is
the single greatest combat multiplier available through force modernization
for US tactical units.
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e. INTELLIGENCE PREPARATION _O_E_‘ THE BA'I‘I'LEFIELD:

(l) 'me ernploynent of 9th ID (M‘IZ) divisional scout elarents, the
Mercury Green RPV with night FLIR capability, Long Range Electro—optics with
laser range firder, ar solid-state intercept arri jamming assets has created a
"Looking Glass Mechanism" to lay bare enemy tactical unit operations.
Packaging MI aslsets which operate in the brigade sector into a w MI canpany
(with a LNO in the Ede Main CP) has further accelerated the dissemination of
intelligence ard even more closely tied it to maneuver. m Border Star
again, as at E‘I'x Laser Strike, urderlined a real—world, existing intelligence
capability to closely mnitor enemy actions as they develope.

(2) Just prior to STARIEX, 3d Brigade inserted covert teams in the
high mountains west of the maneuver box which provided continuous signal
relay, electronic warfare jamming, intercept, ar visual electro-optical
scanning of the battlefield. .In addition, throughout the battle the DS MI .

ocxnpany provided coordinated night vision (AN TAS 6) and electronic mrfare
coverage in the Main Battle Area; Six division Scout teams operated in depth
with rapid remrting into the division G2. Mercury men provided night FLIR
coverage which conplemented the day/night reporting of the Air Cav Troop ard
268th Attack Helicopter Battalion.

‘-—~-- —— - - (3) We have created a new battlefield. Throughout most of the m,
the wnbination of organic maneuver battalion scouts ar the other elatents of
the intelligence team allow 9th ID to follow in considerable detail enemy
operations ard to pinpoint CP's, logistics elenents, and artillery.
3 . CONCLUSIONS:

a. Despite the fast—moving operations of an extremely professionally led
ard supported OPE‘OR (3d ACR Reinforced), the 9th ID (M’I‘Z) battle team was able
to shape ard then destroy enemy heavy forces during both offensive ar
defensive phases of the battle.

94 b. Motorized forces are difficult to acquire or target.

§p
c. Night operations allow unrestrictad offensive destruction of enemy

forces.

d. The new munitions (Hellfire, Copmrhead, FASCAM, MLRS warhead) deepen
the battlefield enormously. We are now just short of invalidating the tank as
a main offensive weapon.

* e. The Light Attack Battalion operating in conjunction with Cobras, AlO's
and 155 mm artillery puts at total risk enemy CP's, logistics, ar artillery.
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f. Sate elements of the MTZ canmand ar control are now validated ‘and

smuld be block purchased for the total Army. (Litton DCI' for burst FM

transmission of digital data, the GRID canputer, 1C3V (Harris Radio), and

PLRS).

g. Motorized Battalion ar Brigade TAC CP's need a light weight full-
tracked vehicle to allow mrestricted nobility throughout the close cqnbat
battlefield. '

h. 'Ihe Motorized Division requires a rapid—fire, direct KE weapon system
mounted on a fully tracked vehicle with light amor protection.

i. Aviation elements (AHlS. UH60, 0-147, OH58) supporting the brigade vere
packaged as a battalion task force centered on 268 AHB. This is an effective
co-nmar concept t'o put Army aviation into a ground brigade battle with simple,
mrkable wntrol. ‘

.
” -

\

j. Army aviation was fre'guently groured by the canbination of high
gusting wim‘s. high altitude, and hot veather. 9th ID anti—armor capability
must not be furamentally dependant on Army aviation or we risk destruction at
some point during the battle.

---- k. 9th ID Cobra‘s carried out day am‘ night company attacks on_ enemy
armor ar were almost never observed or reported. m the sewrxi day of the
JRX, the 3d ACR camam'er was still urEware we were even employing Cobras. -

'Ihese Cobra attacks were totally coordinated with active JA/AT A10 strikes ax

friendly artillery. We conclude that our Cobra battalions will have a
devastatirg impact on enemy armor formations.

l. Hellfire will be a major armor killer on the battlefield. We need to
analyze a course of action to increase PGA’I‘M to nine launchers ar nine GLLD

- per battalion. Recommend this force be organized with a normal BS
relationship of three launchers and three GLLD per maneuver company.

S. SIMMARY: JRX Border Star again seemed to demonstrate the enormous combat
destructive capability of an air-deployed motorized brigade. The 9th ID
forces were able to wreck an imposing enemy armor force on each successive day
of the operation. In our professional jLn‘gement, the 0&0 concept was again
validated .

BARRY R. MCCAFFREY
Colonel, Infantry
Commanding



COMMAND gamma}.
CONCLugio~s

,o ENHANCED CCMWNICATI‘ONS SYSTEMS
" ‘ - LITTON DCT BURST FM

-_- SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS
—V HARRIS FM RADIO - '

'- TC3V

o INTEGRATED COMMAND POST

o PLRs LINKED To GRID COMPUTERS

OLINKED GRID COMPUTERS f FM AND DCIU
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TIRE POWER CONCLUSIONS
’9‘

a LETHALITY OFH‘THE NEW MUNITIONS (COPPERHEAD
HELLFIRE, MLRS FASCAM)

w INTELLIGENCE EQUIPMENT EQUALS MORE GUNS

“3 REAL TIME INTEGRATION QI‘ TAC AIR AND ATTACK .
,

HELICOPTERS IS BATTLE COIMMANDER’S RESERVE FORCE
° ENGAGEMENT AREAS ARE ‘3I’IAPED AND FORMED BYOBSTACLF/BARRIER PLAN

”ENGAGEMENT AREAS ARE DIELIBERATE, EXECUTION QF
I

PHASED, COORDINATED TIIOLENT ANTI“ARMOR ATTACKS
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TAPT'CAL Q‘ONCLUSIONS

1-,. w

('l
4

w MANEUVER ORIENTED FORCE iCAN WIN AGAINST TERRAIN
ORIENTED ARMQR FORMATIONS WHICH USE SET—PIECE
TACTICS '

*1 '~

0 NON--LINEAR BATTLEFIELD IS A DELIBERATE HIGH RISK if".
RESUI T OF MANEUVER TAC'IICS '

(a CONTINUOUS OPERATIONS PARTICULARLY AT NIGHT WILLI
BREAK ENFIVIY COMMAND AND CONTROL

"
a DAmNG USE 0F DECEPTIQN AND ECONOMY OF FORCE

OPERATIONS WILL OFIEATE IIISABLE OOMBAT EOWER.
I'

I.

:
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TACTICAL CONCLUSIONS

asunpmss GAINED BY SPEE) AND MOBILITY ISA
GEOMETmc COMBAT MULTIPLIER '

oMOTORIZED UNITS MUST FOCUS COMBAT POWER ON
HIGH VALUE TARGETS -

o ENGAGEMENT AREAS MUST EIE VIOLENTLY EXECUTED
WITH COORDINATED USE 0F ENGINEERS, EW, SMOKE,
FA, ADA, CAS, ATTACK HELHCOPTERS
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NIGHT OPERATIONS
CONCLUSIONS

l4-1

a NIGHT PREFERRED BATTLE ENVIRONMENT
' -~ SURVIVABILITY INCREASED (DETECTION DIFFICULT)- MANEUVER ADVANTAGIED THRU NAV AIDS- DECEPTION MULTIPLIER ENHANCED
If FORCE IIVIPUNITY PROMOTED BY ENEMY

PREDICTABILITY
- LEVERAGE GAINED FROM N’VG S GEOMETRIC

.COIVIBINED WITH PLRS SINGLE GREATEST COMBATMULTIPLIER
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NIGHT 0117’MERATIONS
CONCL.LJSIONS

1

'__l_-11NzGHT MANEUVER QAPABILITY FUNCTION QF
.j- NAVIGATION (F’LRS, VNAS, P.VS--5 S),

INTELLIGENCE. (IAN—T—As—6 MERC GREEN;
Div SCTS)

-- PATHFINDER 3N scouTs, MP s
-. BEACONS .IB LIGHTS
—COMMUNICATIONS 3LRS/GBID -

— SOP s E _.G MAP GRAPHICS TRP s
-I-- TRAINING

,
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a AVAILABILITY OI: NEW EQUIPMENT &; RESOURCES .

CREATES A NEW EORCE \IIIITH DIFFERENT CAPABILIIIES
I AND TECHNIQUES '
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S NEW TECHNOLOGY HAS NO LEVERAGE IF TRAINING IS
. NOT SYSTEMICALLY CENTERED ON KEY COMBAT

EQUIPMENT .

ENVIRONMENTAL EACTORS. CAN NEUTRALIZE EQUIPMENT
'I AND TRAINING (IIIGH ALTIrUDI: HIGH WINDS, BLOWING

Iii-.55: . SAND, TEMPERATURE GROUND VISCOSITY ETC)
‘~<-..~__
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A SOLDIER MoRALE, COURAGE, AND LEADERSHIP CAN
OVERIDE EOUIPMENT LIMITATIONS, TRAINING AND
ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
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